IP MANAGEMENT & REUSE

Cliosoft HUB helps hardware IP design engineers create, manage and share IP seamlessly.

IP CATALOG

Cliosoft HUB provides full visibility into all the IP available across the enterprise - both internal and 3rd party IP.

IP TRACKING & ANALYTICS

Cliosoft HUB provides clear IP traceability across full design hierarchy.

IP MANAGEMENT

IPs can include documents, user experiences, scripts, methodologies, libraries, and even ideas with their IP.

Once the IP is ready for release, Cliosoft HUB guides you through the process of publishing your IP.

IP CATALOG & REUSE

Browse and search capabilities as well as the ability to compare meta data, make it easy for you to quickly find the right IP.

Once you find the IP you are looking for, you can leverage documents, user experiences, scripts, methodologies, libraries, and even ideas created.

IP TRACKING & ANALYTICS

This helps with Engineering Change Orders (ECO) as well as adhering to industry standards like Functional Safety with ISO 26262.

There is no need to manually track down IP and its usage across the enterprise.

Cliosoft HUB knows exactly where any particular release of an IP is being used.

3rd party IPs can include licensing information as well as impose license restrictions to prevent unlicensed usage.
Cliosoft’s HUB platform has allowed our design teams to begin aggregating commonly used resources such as libraries and internal and third-party IPs for better use throughout our company. The user-centric perspective within the platform provides our engineers with the ability to easily share design data and track their usage. They can now also collaborate with other team members on various topics and have the HUB dashboard automatically document the discussion, updating with feedback or conclusions for easy reference.

PROBLEMS THAT CLIOSOFT HUB CAN SOLVE FOR YOU

- Creating an IP catalog is dependent on a IP librarian
- Creating and maintaining an IP process requires the right infrastructure
- Collaborating on designs via emails is tedious and challenging
- Finding & sharing IP and design information across a company
- Locate and investigate bugs for IPs in a project
- View an IPs licensing information and restrictions for usage

HOW CLIOSOFT HUB CAN HELP YOU

IP DESIGNERS can create, manage and share IP seamlessly. IP Designers can include documents, user experiences, scripts, methodologies, libraries, and even ideas with their IP so that their IP can be understood and reused easily.

IP CONSUMERS have full visibility into all the IP available across the enterprise - both internal and 3rd party IP. IP Consumers can easily view included IP licensing information for 3rd party IP to prevent unlicensed usage.

DESIGNERS & MANAGERS have clear IP traceability across full design hierarchy. Cliosoft HUB helps with Engineering Change Orders (ECOs) by allowing changes to be reviewed, analyzing conflicts and release approvals. Cliosoft HUB also helps adhering to industry standards like ISO 26262 for Functional Safety.